Abstract. A ring R has weakly stable range one provided that aR + bR = R implies that there exists a y ∈ R such that a + by ∈ R is right or left invertible. We prove, in this paper, that every regular element in an exchange ring having weakly stable range one is the sum of an idempotent and a weak unit. This generalize the corresponding result of one-sided unit-regular ring. Extensions of power comparability and power cancellation are also studied.
Introduction
A ring R is said to be an exchange ring if for every right R-module A and any two decompositions A = M ⊕ N = i∈I A i , where M R ∼ = R R and I is a finite index set, there exist submodules A i ⊆ A i such that A = M ⊕ ( i∈I A i ). It is well known that regular rings, π-regular rings, unit C * -algebras of real rank zero, semiperfect rings, left or right continuous rings and clean rings are all exchange rings. For general theory of exchange rings, we refer the readers to [10] . Following Wei and Tong (cf. [11] ), a ring R is said to have weakly stable range one provided that aR + bR = R implies that there exists a y ∈ R such that a + by ∈ R is right or left invertible. Weakly stable range one is a natural generalization of stable range one (cf. [10] ). The class of rings satisfying weakly stable range one is very large. It includes rings having stable range one, one-sided unit-regular rings (cf. [3] ), exchange rings satisfying comparability axiom, etc. By [12, Theorem 3.4] , an exchange ring R has weakly stable range one if and only if every regular element in R is one-sided unit-regular. Clearly, a regular ring has weakly stable range one if and only if it is one-sided unitregular. Many authors have studied exchange rings of weakly stable range one, for example [8] and [11] [12] [13] .
An element a ∈ R is regular if there exists a x ∈ R such that a = axa. In this paper, we investigate regular elements in exchange rings having weakly stable range one. For such exchange rings, we proved that every regular element is the sum of an idempotent and a weak unit. This gives a nontrivial generalization of [1, Theorem 1] . A ring R is said to satisfy power comparability provided that aR + bR = R with a, b ∈ R implies that there exist a positive integer n and a Y ∈ M n (R) such that aI n + bY is right or left invertible (cf. [9] ). Let R be an exchange ring satisfying power comparability. Furthermore, we show that for any regular a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a weak unit (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
A ring R is said to satisfy power cancellation provided that aR + bR = R with a, b ∈ R implies that there exist a positive integer n and a Y ∈ M n (R) such that aI n + bY is invertible. Many authors studied such exchange rings(cf. [6] and [14] ). We also extend the previous result to exchange rings satisfying power cancellation. Throughout, all rings are associative with identity. We use M n (R) to denote the ring of all n × n matrices over the ring R and N to denote the set of all natural numbers. The notation A ⊕ B means that A is isomorphic to a direct summand of B. We say that u ∈ R is a weak unit in case l.ann(u) = 0 or r.ann(u) = 0.
Weakly stable range one
A ring R is a unit-regular ring provided that for any a ∈ R, there exists an invertible u ∈ R such that a = aua (see [7] ). In [1, Theorem 1], Camillo and Khurana proved that every element in a unit-regular ring is the sum of an idempotent and an invertible element. We now extend this result to exchange rings having weakly stable range one by a new route.
Theorem 2.1. Let R be an exchange ring having weakly stable range one. Then for any regular a ∈ R, there exist an idempotent e ∈ R and a weak unit u ∈ R such that x = e + u.
Proof. Since a ∈ R is regular, there exists a x ∈ R such that a = axa. Hence, R = Im a ⊕ (1 − ax)R = xaR ⊕ Ker a. Since R is an exchange ring, so is End R (Im a) by [10, Theorem 29.2] . Thus, we have right R-modules
Thus, we see that hv = hvhv. Set e = hv. Then e ∈ R is an idempotent. Assume that (a − hv)(
This infers that y 1 = −y 2 ∈ Y 1 ∩ Y 2 = 0, and then y 1 = y 2 = 0. Furthermore, we have that φ(x 2 ) = 0. As ψφ = 1, we get x 2 = 0. Thus
This implies that hv = hvhv. Set e = hv. Then e ∈ R is an idempotent.
In any case, we can find an idempotent e ∈ R and a weak unit u ∈ R such that a = e + u, as asserted.
Corollary 2.2. Let R be a one-sided unit-regular ring. Then for any a ∈ R, there exist an idempotent e ∈ R and a right or left invertible u ∈ R such that a = e + u.
Proof. Since R is a one-sided unit-regular ring, it follows by [12, Theorem 3.4] , R is an exchange ring having weakly stable range one. Let a ∈ R. In view of Theorem 2.1, we can find an idempotent e ∈ R and a weak unit u ∈ R such that a = e + u. Since R is regular, there exists a v ∈ R such that u = uvu; hence, either u(1 − vu) = 0 = (1 − uv)u. As r(u) = 0 or l(u) = 0, we get vu = 1 or uv = 1. Thus, u ∈ R is right or left invertible, and therefore we complete the proof. 
Proof. Let a ∈ R be regular. Then there exists a x ∈ R such that a = axa. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have right R-modules
we see that hv ∈ R is an idempotent. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we show that a + hv ∈ R is a weak unit. Analogously to the previous discussion, it is easy to verify that a−hv ∈ R is a weak unit. Therefore 2a = (a−hv)+(a+hv) is the sum of two weak units, as asserted. 
has weakly stable range one. Hence, we can find some 
has weakly stable range one. Theorem 2.6. Let R be an exchange ring having weakly stable range one. Then for any regular A ∈ M n (R), the following hold:
(1) There exist an idempotent matrix E ∈ M n (R) and a weak unit
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5, M n (R) is an exchange ring having weakly stable range one. Therefore we complete the proof by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. Proof. Since R is a one-sided unit-regular, it is an exchange ring having weakly stable range one. By virtue of Theorem 2.6, there exist weak unit U , V ∈ M n (R) such that 2A = U + V ; hence, A = 
Power stable ranges

It is well known that an exchange ring R satisfies power comparability if and only if
1 for some n ∈ N. In this section, we extend Theorem 2.1 to exchange rings satisfying power comparability. Theorem 3.1. Let R be an exchange ring satisfying power comparability. Then for any regular a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a weak unit (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Proof. Since a ∈ R is regular, there exists a x ∈ R such that a = axa. Hence, R = Im a ⊕ (1 − ax)R = xaR ⊕ Ker a. Since R is an exchange ring, we have right R-modules
Im a ∼ = xaR, where π(ar) = xar for any r ∈ R. Thus, Im a⊕X 1 ∼ = xaR⊕X 1 . Clearly, End R (Im a ⊕ X 1 ) satisfies power comparability. Hence, there exists some n ∈ N such that X n 2
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that e : R n → R n is an idempotent. Assume that (aI n − hv)(x 1 + y 1 + x 2 + y 2 ) = 0 for any
Similarly to the previous consideration, e ∈ R n → R n is an idempotent. Furthermore, aI n − hv : R n → R n is a Repimorphism. Since R n is a projective right R-module, aI n − hv splits. Let u = aI n − hv. Then aI n = e + u with l.ann(u) = 0. Therefore we complete the proof.
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a regular ring satisfying power comparability. Then for any a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a right or left invertible (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Proof. Let a ∈ R. It follows by Theorem 3.1 that we can find a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a weak unit (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Since R is regular, we can find a V ∈ M n (R) such that (u ij ) = (u ij )V (u ij ). As (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) is a weak unit, we deduce that (u ij )V = I n or V (u ij ) = I n , and therefore we complete the proof.
The following lemma gives a generalization of [5, Lemma 3.1].
Lemma 3.3. Let R be an exchange ring. If for any regular x, y ∈ R, there exist n ∈ N and A ∈ M n (R) such that xI n − A is an idempotent and a one-sided unit, and that I n − yA ∈ GL n (R), then R satisfies power comparability.
Proof. Given ax + b = 1 with a, x, b ∈ R, then we can find an idempotent e ∈ R such that e = bs and 1 − e = (1 − b)t by [10, Theorem 1], where
In addition, we see that (1 − e)a ∈ R and xt(1 − e) ∈ R are regular. Thus, we can find n ∈ N and A ∈ M n (R) such that (1 − e)aI n − A = EU and
is a one-sided unit. This implies that I n − xt(1 − e)A ∈ GL n (R), and so
Following Li and Tong, a ring R is a one-sided unit π-regular ring provided that for any a ∈ R there exist a positive integer n and a right or left invertible u ∈ R such that a n = a n ua n (cf. [8] ).
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a one-sided unit π-regular ring. Then for any regular a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a weak unit (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Proof. Let x, y ∈ R be regular. Then we have some m ∈ N such that x m = x m ux m , where u ∈ R is a one-sided unit. In view of [11, Lemma 3.3] , x m is the product of an idempotent e ∈ R and a one-sided unit u ∈ R. Let
Clearly,
As u ∈ R is a one-sided unit, we see that
is a one-sided unit, and so
is a one-sided unit. In view of [11, Lemma 3.3] , xI mn − A is the product of an idempotent and a one-sided unit. Hence, R is an exchange ring satisfying power comparability by Lemma 3.4. Therefore we complete the proof from Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 3.5. Let R be a one-sided unit π-regular ring. Then for any a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a right or left invertible (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Proof. Since R is a regular ring, so is M n (R) by [1, Theorem 1] . In view of Theorem 3.4, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and a weak unit (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
. It follows that (u ij ) ∈ R is right or left invertible, as required.
Theorem 3.6. Let R be an exchange ring satisfying power cancellation. Then for any regular a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and an invertible (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Proof. Since a ∈ R is regular, there exists a x ∈ R such that a = axa. As in the proof on Theorem 2.1, we see that R = Im a ⊕ X 1 ⊕ Y 1 = xaR ⊕ X 1 ⊕ X 2 with Im a ⊕ X 1 ∼ = xaR ⊕ X 1 . Since R satisfies power-cancellation, so does End R (Im a ⊕ X 1 ). Thus, we get φ : X is an idempotent. Assume that (aI n − hv)(x 1 + y 1 + x 2 + y 2 ) = 0 for any
. Also we have x 1 + y 1 + x 2 + y 2 = 0. Furthermore, aI n −hv : R n → R n is a R-epimorphism. Since R n is a projective right R-module, aI n −hv splits. Let u = aI n −hv. Then u ∈ M n (R) is invertible and aI n = e + u, as asserted.
Corollary 3.7. Let R be an exchange ring satisfying power cancellation. Then for any regular a ∈ R, there exist a positive integer n and invertible (u ij ), (v ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Proof. Let a ∈ R be regular. By virtue of Theorem 3.6, there exist a positive integer n, an idempotent (e ij ) ∈ M n (R) and an invertible (u ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that
Furthermore, we have (v ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that −e ij + v ij = a, i = j; 0, i = j.
analogously to the consideration in Theorem 3.6. Thus we complete the proof.
Recall that a ring R is a unit π-regular ring provided that for any a ∈ R there exist a positive integer n and an invertible u ∈ R such that a n = a n ua n . Proof. Since R is a unit π-regular ring, it is an exchange ring. In view of [5, Theorem 3.2] , it satisfies power cancellation. Let a ∈ R be regular. According to Corollary 3.6, there exist a positive integer n and invertible (u ij ), (v ij ) ∈ M n (R) such that e ij + u ij = a, i = j; 0, i = j.
Let e ij + u ij = a, i = j; 0, i = j.
Then the result follows.
